The A, B, C's of professional liability insurance companies.

Financial advisors recommend comparing the A.M. Best Company rating of financial strength when you select an insurance company. This rating is important to you as a strong indicator of a company's future performance and stability.

According to the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), between 1981 and 1987 the number of insolvencies for insurance companies licensed in at least two states increased by over 600%. If this should happen to your insurer, you can be left uncovered if a claim occurs.

CNA, the largest insurance organization offering liability insurance to architects and engineers, has earned an A++, Best's highest rating. This measure of excellence is a reflection of our management strength and our ability to meet our obligations now and in the future.

This didn't happen overnight. CNA and Victor O. Schinnerer & Company, Inc. have offered professional liability protection continuously since 1957.

Today our program offers you more choices than any other to help you manage your insurance costs by letting you match your coverage to your needs. We also offer extensive loss prevention seminars, newsletters and other guidelines to help you minimize claims. But, if one should arise, we maintain claims offices throughout the country to help you.

If you want a quality professional liability program that has the financial strength to be there when you really need it, have your independent agent contact Schinnerer.

*CNAA/Schinner is proud to have earned the commendation of the AIA and ASPE/PEPC.

Coverage for this program is provided by Continental Casualty Company, one of the CNA Insurance Companies.
Every few years, nature conducts her own wind-driven rain test. But hurricane force is no match for well-bonded masonry. Recent research at a major Texas university demonstrated that mortars made with portland cement and Type S lime have only 1/25th the leakage of most prepackaged cements. Why? Because Type S lime makes mortar “grab” brick and Block. It helps seal microscopic voids and small cracks in the mortar. Result: a tougher, watertight bond.

Specify Chemstar Type S Lime for mortar to help your masonry pass the Gilbert Test and help weather Texas regular rambunctous visitors.

INSTANT RESPONSE For fast information, Chemstar offers instant FAX response. Simply fill in and FAX this ad to:

CHEMSTAR (817) 732-9048. You’ll receive product information by return FAX and the Texas university study by mail.

Would Your Masonry Pass the Gilbert Test?

Company Name _______________________
Your Name ___________________________
City _________________________________
Your FAX # ___________________________
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We Salute these Texas Certified Fabricators-Installers:

Houston
G & S Installation
Southwest Kitchen & Bath Systems
Venetian Blind and Floor Co.

Dallas
DuPre Industries
Goodall Distributors

San Antonio
Marble Masters of Texas
Rhapsody Brass Sales
Universal Form Tops

Austin
Classic Marble Co.

Tyler
Ashcraft & Southern Marble

Only the Cream of the Crop are CERTIFIED! Those with years of on-hand experience backed by extensive classroom study and on-the-job inspections. Using a Du Pont Corian® Certified Fabricator-Installer assures you fabrication and installation consistent with the quality of Corian®. And, REINFORCES DuPont’s 10-year Warranty covering BOTH labor and material.
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WINNERS OF THE TEXAS ARCHITECT GRAPHICS COMPETITION

LETTERS

EDITOR'S PAGE

NEWS

Officials in Houston and Dallas consider building downtown malls; A winner is chosen in Austin's Congress Avenue bridge lighting competition; Design-award winners are named by the West Texas, Fort Worth, and Northeast Texas chapters.

ISSUE FOCUS

WINNERS OF THE FIRST TEXAS ARCHITECT GRAPHICS COMPETITION

Associate editor Ray Don Tilley describes the jury, the process, and the results of this first-time statewide competition.

THE CAPITOL COMPETITION AND ITS LEGACY

The young architectural profession of 100 years ago both needed and despised the era's questionable architectural competitions for public projects. Historian Marlene Elizabeth Hecks shows how the competition for design of the Texas Capitol, along with Elijah E. Myers, its winner, were central to architecture's dilemma.

OLD AND NEW IN SHREVEPORT

Gensler and Associates/Architects unifies a new tower and historic banking hall for Commercial National Bank, Shreveport.

BOOKS

Contributing editor Gerald Moorhead reviews Islamic Architecture and Dideret: Vivian reviews Successful Restaurant Design.

CERAMIC TILE AWARDS 1989

In this special advertising section we present the winners of the 1989 awards competition sponsored by the Ceramic Tile Institute of North Texas.

MUSINGS: THE POUlTRENO


COMING UP: A portfolio of new and noteworthy Texas houses, and a special advertising section on kitchens and baths.
CORRECTION: FRS Design Group, Inc., of Fort Worth is architect of record for the new Tarrant County Justice Center (see "News," TA Jan/Feb '89). Williams + Tanaka, as consultant, was responsible for schematic design and design development. The project budget was $33.5 million, but actual bid price was $27 million.

EDITOR: An excellent cover shot in your November/December 1988 issue. The only regret is that you didn’t credit the artist responsible for the craftsmanship expressed in that photograph—Raymond Brochstein of Brochsteins, Inc.

I admit I am a little biased, but I think Brochsteins wrote the book on quality in woodworking.

Frank F. Douglas, FAIA
DouglasHardingGroup
Houston

EDITOR: It is flattering to have an image of one’s work featured on the cover of Texas Architect, [but] it is disappointing that the identity of those responsible is omitted. If a building had been featured on the cover, the architect and contractor would have been identified.

Raymond Brochstein
Brochsteins, Inc.
Houston

EDITOR’S RESPONSE: For our November/December 1988 cover, we chose an image from the design-award-winning interiors of the Enron Headquarters in Houston, designed by Gensler and Associates/Architects, to show the careful detailing found throughout the project. We regret that we did not identify Brochsteins, Inc., as millwork contractors for the project, and thank the many persons who drew the oversight to our attention.

Prescription for Tough Times:
Liability Advice from a Specialist

Professional liability insurance is a major cost of doing business; second only to personnel expense for most Architects.

In difficult economic times, your firm's professional liability insurance needs should be attended to by a specialist informed about the possibilities for the most effective treatment possible.

Assurance Services, Inc. has specialized in professional liability insurance for the past eleven years, and continually monitors developments in the dynamic professional liability market. We have access to major professional liability underwriters, and since 1981 have administered the TSA Endorsed Professional Liability Program, now written through United National Insurance Company.

Please allow us to assist you or your insurance agent. Contact Steve Sprowls or Connie Hatch at Assurance Services, Inc. for details.
Full material and labor warranty available.

with Thoro's "System" of compatible products formulated especially for concrete and masonry. Suitable applications include interior and exterior use on above and below-grade surfaces.

Thoro System Products has offered successful solutions and long-lasting results for over 75 years and continues to develop new products to meet the needs of today's industry. And all Thoro products carry a full material and labor warranty.

For additional information, contact Thoro System Products, 7800 NW 38th Street, Miami, Florida 33166.

A tradition of excellence, building on tomorrow's opportunities.
Fifteen different lectures at the 1988 Annual Meeting have been recorded on audio cassette tapes for your use. Tapes are $9 each. Select the tapes you want, then send your name, address, number and quantity of each tape, and your check, money order or purchase order to Rollin' Recording, 210 Altgelt, San Antonio, TX 78201. Please include $4 for postage and handling. For more information call 512/736-5483.

Professional Programs:
1. Sea World of Texas: Imaginative Design for Research/Education/Entertainment. (John Redlinger)
2. Forum on Architectural Education: Where We Are Now-What's Ahead? (David Woodcock)
3. Urban Design Case Study: Triparty Improvements to Downtown San Antonio. (Suzanne Detwiler)
7. New Strategies for Marketing Presentations: Going for Broke and Winning! (Kay Lenz)
10. 1988 TSA Design Awards: A Winners Viewpoint. (Stan Haas)
11. Design Issues/Solutions in Texas: A Critic's Perspective. (David Dillon)
15. Far Reaching Effects on Those Around the Alcoholic. (Susan Degner, Patrick Duggan)
16. Convocation Keynote Address. (Dr. Amy Freeman Lee)

Special
Complete set of TSA "State Of The Art" tapes plus attractive, convenient album: $130.00

ARCHITECTS
DESIGNERS
INTERIORS
FACILITIES

MicroAge provides “CAD SOLUTIONS” with ARRIS.

ARRIS FEATURES:
• Production and Presentation drawings
• Read & Write Autocad drawings
• Simultaneous plotting while drawing
• Runs on 386 PC’s such as COMPAQ 386 and other 386 systems
• From basic schematic design to 3-D detailed models
• Shading & shadowing with a color pallet of 16.7 million colors
• Provides cost estimation, door & window schedules
• Completely menu driven
• In use by architects for over 10 years

MicroAge is authorized: COMPAQ, AT&T, CALCOMP, HEWLETT PACKARD, NEC, AST, ARRIS, AUTOCAD, SCHLUMBERGER, NOVELL, SCO, and EXCELAN.

For information, demonstration & pricing on the above products, please call DAVID GLORIA.
MicroAge Computer Stores, 11601 Plano Road, Suite 108, Dallas, TX 75243
Phone: 214/348-1523 Fax: 214/348-3544
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by presenting the winners of the first Texas Architect Graphics Competition in this issue, we fulfill some long-held wishes. Charles Gallatin, back when he was Managing Editor, first hatched the idea. It was a way, he suggested, to try something new for the magazine; more important, it had the potential to increase reader involvement, a goal we always try to further. Working with Publications Committee chairman Hugh Cunningham and members of the committee, Charles refined the proposal, coming up with a list of categories and costs. Then things changed. Charles took over as Associate Publisher and his new duties—basically, keeping the doors open by marketing the magazine to advertisers—precluded further work on the competition. Ray Don Tilley, in his first year on the TA staff, took over. He arranged a budget, booked the jurors, designed and produced the competition materials, kept track of entries, and, working with fellow staff members Lucretia Crenwelge and Kim Burns, ironed out the hundreds of details that cropped up. The best performances show none of the effort behind them, and I think that this year’s Graphics Competition, potentially the first of many, is such a performance.

Architectural historian Marlene Elizabeth Heck, now teaching at Texas A&M University, contributes a feature describing the competition for the original design of the Texas Capitol in Austin. Her story illuminates the rather equivocal role of architect Elijah Myers not only in Texas but on the national scene, and reflects on the context of professional architectural practice in the almost 101 years since the Capitol dome first was raised over Congress Avenue in Austin.

Our last feature gives a glimpse of an exemplary interior by the Houston office of Gensler and Associates/Architects.

Finally, I must mention the terrible loss of architect and writer Jamie Lofgren, a good friend to me and to Texas Architect, who died in an accident in San Francisco in January. A skilled and much-recognized young designer, she was also a trained reporter whose stories have been among the best in recent years. Jamie radiated promise just as she shone with intelligence and energy. I was looking forward to working with her over many years. A scholarship has been established in her memory at the University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture. For information, call or write Patricia Henderson at the school (UT Station, Austin 78712; 512/471-1922).

— Joel Warren Barna

A Remarkable Prefinished Siding
from Bowie-Sims-Prange

Description
Panel 15 is an aluminum-overlaid plywood for exterior walls and decorative panel applications. It combines structural plywood sheathing, 10-mil textured aluminum face, reflective insulation, and a colorful, low maintenance, weather-resistant finish with a 15-year limited warranty. Panels are prefabricated single-faced (with a reflective 1.5-mil foil back) for use as siding or mansard roofing, or double-faced for use as balcony panels, dividers, spandrel panels and other applications where both sides are exposed.

Finish and Stock Sizes
Panel 15’s colorful baked-on acrylic finish is made from high-quality industrial polymers, applied in a modern finishing line under close technical supervision. Independent exposure test data confirm its outstanding weathering performance.

Stock colors include Bone White, Shasta White, Pueblo Beige, Statuary Bronze and Canyon Brown.

For more information, call Bowie-Sims-Prange, Inc. at (800) 442-3764

Weyerhaeuser Panel 15®
Prefinished Siding
Dallas/Houston

Shopping for downtown revival

Spurred by changes in their central business districts and with San Antonio's successful Rivercenter as an example, officials are considering construction of downtown malls in Houston and Dallas.

In Houston, in fact, a downtown retail and entertainment facility, very different from Rivercenter, is already in the works. The Albert Thomas Convention Center (1967, by Caudill Rowlett & Scott) was left without a use when the George R. Brown Convention Center was completed at the other end of downtown. City officials requested proposals for redevelopment (using private funds) of the three-story, 300,000-square-foot structure, hoping to diversify downtown nightlife near City Hall. From three developer/architect teams responding, officials chose a joint venture of Houston-based Century Development and filmmaker George Lucas's Skywalker Development. The Jerde Partnership of Los Angeles, nationally known for Horton Plaza in San Diego and other retail centers, is architect.

The project, dubbed Luminaire Houston, is to be built without direct city funding; the developers instead would be awarded special tax abatements and a 30-year lease. It is conceived of as neither mall nor theme park but as an "urban entertainment district." The current (and sure to change) design calls for a "Lumisphere" 100 feet in diameter, its surface studded with fiber optics, to anchor one end. Inside it would be an information center on entertainment and events citywide, a "special attractions theater," and a "Skywalker Lounge." The existing framework of the convention center would be opened to contain an array of theaters, restaurants, and shops, as well as connected to the city's tunnel system and underground parking and to nearby structures by pedestrian bridges. Retail pedestrian streets would cross at ground level, linking Jones Plaza, Tranquility Park, and Sesquicentennial Park nearby; the project also would slope down to a "Bayou Port" and a children's museum beside Buffalo Bayou.

Spokesmen for the developers say contract negotiations with the city have been under way since November and are expected to take several more weeks. Opening for the project is nevertheless expected in 1992.

In Dallas things are both more complex and less hopeful. City officials are considering plans for a mixed-use retail and entertainment center submitted by three developer teams, each for a different part of downtown and each with different requirements for city funding and participation.

Lincoln/Centennial has proposed a vast $680-million, 3.5-million-square-foot mixed-use project on a site between the Arts District and West End District, while Bramalea Texas has proposed a $262-million, 3-million-square-foot mixed-use development near the NCNB (formerly InterFirst) Tower.

Architect Al Cox, director of the Dallas Historic Preservation League, says that his group (along with the city's Landmark Commission) favors a third proposal by Prentiss/Copley for a $218-million, 1.15-million-square-foot project on a site between Main and Commerce streets, which would preserve several historic buildings and "the Main Street feeling" and would balance activity in the West End District.

Plans call for the city's hired economic consultants to recommend one of the three proposals in February, as 7A went to press. Other civic groups will also evaluate the proposals on the strength of urban design and other qualities.

But the city already faces severe budget problems and may be unwilling to fund any new obligations. In addition, there is also the prospect that Rosewood Properties, owners of The Crescent, may build a regional mall between downtown and the Oak Lawn area, using only private funds. The linchpin will be participation by top retailer Neiman-Marcus, now owned by General Cinema Corp., which is said to be considering closing its downtown Dallas store. If Neiman's goes with the Rosewood Properties mall, "that would probably kill any of the other proposals," says preservationist Cox. "This is about a lot more than just what street a mall goes on. If things continue the way they have been going, everything worth preserving will be gone and downtown Dallas could just turn into a class-B office park in a few years."

—Joel Warren Barna
Austin

‘New’ 1894 design to brighten bridge

If $250,000 and 750,000 bats do not prevent it, a lighting installation will be added to the Congress Avenue bridge in time for the Dec. 27 celebration of the sesquicentennial of Austin’s founding.

The team design was conceived by Austin architects Clovis Heimsath Architects with Martin Kermaey and chosen Jan. 21 from 24 entries in an international competition judged by a six-person jury led by Maya Lin, who designed the Vietnam Memorial in Washington, D.C. The project, managed by Ben Heimsath, seeks to construct a 120-foot-tall lighting platform at each end of the bridge, relocate existing streetlights, add fluorescent and metal-halide lights to the bridge’s supports and arches, and add fiber-optic cables below handrails on each side of the roadway.

The lighting platforms are modeled after 31 150-foot-tall east-and-wrought-iron “moon-towers” erected in Austin beginning in 1894 (see “News,” TA May/June 1985). Heimsath’s version will be mounted on a pink-granite base, triangular in plan with a carved, neon-backlit star on each face.

The city’s Austin 150 Commission and Parks and Recreation Department will oversee the fund-raising effort for the project, budgeted at $250,000. Once funding is secured, the installation still faces scrutiny by bat conservators who fear that the added lighting will endanger the colony of 750,000 Mexican free-tail bats that roosts from spring to fall each year in the vertical spaces between the structure’s road surface and concrete arches. If these major obstacles can be overcome, the currently dark southern approach to the Capitol will receive a fitting historically inspired high-tech gateway of light.

— Ray Don Tilley

Dallas

DMA’s new order . . . and disorder

Edward Larrabee Barnes’s stately Dallas Museum of Art galleries have been transformed by a controversial, sometimes shocking, installation of the Museum’s permanent contemporary collection, which resulted from a remarkable collaboration between Dallas architect Gary Cunningham and the museum’s staff in the conception, design, and installation of the show. Entitled “Now/Then/Again,” it opened to generally enthusiastic critical reviews in mid-January and has drawn large crowds for the first portion of its anticipated six-month run.

The 15,000-square-foot exhibit occupies the middle-level gallery, previously home to the early-American and European collection. Cunningham, working with contemporary-art curator Sue Graze and others, sought “to create an imaginative environment for the vitality and formal inventiveness of contemporary art”—Motherwell has displaced Monet.

Through a month of daily meetings, architect and curators selected over 125 works for exhibit, representing three major postwar movements—Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism, and Pop Art—and works from other fields, including art of the 1980s, decorative arts, photography, and ceramics. Cunningham designed new flexible wall systems of varying heights and materials to display the works and subdivide Barnes’s monumental spaces into a variety of intimate “rooms.” Threadbare carpeting was removed to expose a polished-concrete floor. “Each space treats the works within it in an individual way,” says curator Graze. “[The spaces] try to express some of the ideas inherent in the art.” Cunningham’s orthogonal and skewed wall systems create subtle visual axes and processions that focus on selected pieces. The entry, for example, presents work by Rosenquist, Kline, and Flavin, each representing a major movement and each displayed on a different wall system. The effect is exhilarating, and a bit disorienting, to anyone familiar with the original space.

Graze says Cunningham was the ideal architect for the installation because he brought no preconceptions to the task. The result is as demanding an exhibition as has been mounted at the DMA in many years, and it establishes a strong precedent for future installations, most significantly the involvement of architects in their design.

— Willis Winters

Willis Winters is an associate in the Dallas firm F&S Partners, Inc.

NEWS, CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
If He had to do it all over again, He'd still choose stone.

There are some people who feel building with masonry is ancient history. That today, there are just more practical materials to use. Well, that’s their opinion, but we don’t happen to agree. Because the same practical reasons people built with masonry ages ago, makes even more sense today. The fact is, for a long time now masonry has been recognized for its natural building qualities, its natural beauty, its natural insulating properties, and its natural durability.

That’s why some of man’s greatest contributions to the world have been made with stone. There’s even one… that wasn’t contributed by man. So you see masonry was made for building. And today you’ll find masonry has reached even greater heights in design flexibility and versatility. After all, He chose it to carry His message then, why not choose it to convey your concept, today.

To find out all the facts about creating with masonry, call or write us.

Circle 10 on Reader Inquiry Card

Masonry Institute of Texas
Halboury Center
5100 Westheimer, Suite 200
Houston, Texas 77056 • (713) 968-6550
Museum rolls out plan for new home

In a move that museum officials say will eventually quadruple the museum’s gallery space, the El Paso Museum of Art has purchased the Greyhound bus terminal in downtown El Paso and plans to occupy it by early 1991. With the new space, officials hope to book the “blockbuster” traveling exhibits that draw hordes nationwide but that have bypassed El Paso.

Designed by Garland & Hilles architects and completed in 1971, the Greyhound station occupies an important site between the historic San Jacinto Plaza and the El Paso Civic Center (1972, designed by a joint venture of Garland & Hilles and Carroll, Daebue, DuSang and Rand).

The Museum is currently headquartered in the W.W. Turney Mansion (1906, by Trost & Trost) which was expanded by Carroll and Daebue (now Carroll DuSang and Rand) in the 1970s. These quarters provide only 35,000 square feet of space, with the largest single gallery comprising only 5,000 square feet.

Leonard Sipiora, director of the Art Museum of El Paso, says that size and flexibility make the Greyhound station “a wonderful building for the museum.” If all the capital required for the total program is raised, Sipiora says, the new museum building will expand from its current space; existing restrooms and escalators can handle crowds of patrons, and the building already meets applicable codes.

The architecture firm Carson Consultants has been hired by trustees to assist in studying space allocation for the museum.

Plans call for the first-floor area (currently used for parking) to be enclosed, and for new gallery space to be added where buses now pull in. Otherwise, no major changes to the facade are planned.

The new space will not only hold bigger traveling shows, according to Sipiora, but will allow full display of the museum’s permanent holdings “that are now languishing because we don’t have space to do anything but show them piecemeal.”

The budget for the project, including purchase of the terminal building, is just over $13 million. Work is expected to begin in 1989.

—JWB

NEWS, CONTINUED ON PAGE 13

The Architectural Lighting Company owned and managed by Architects

OUTDOOR LIGHTING: Outdoor architectural lighting fixtures made with a simple philosophy: clean design and value through quality. For further information on our product line call one of the representatives listed.

Shaper Lighting
1141 MARINA WAY SOUTH, RICHMOND, CA 94804-3742
(415) 234-2370
FAX (415) 232-1634
Dallas/Ft. Worth:
Russell & Associates
(214) 348-5000
Houston
Putman-Scharck
(713) 664-7111
San Antonio
Focus Lighting
(512) 736-5111
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Great architectural accomplishments are never forgotten. That's why great architects specify Texas Quarries Cordova and Lueders limestone for its proven performance against extreme temperature changes and resistance to the elements. It's a blend of rock solid strength and hand-tooled craftsmanship. Goldsmith Hall Architectural Bldg., Univ. of Texas, Austin is a beautiful example of the unlimited options in creativity using Cordova Cream and Cordova Shell limestone.

The 3M Company Research and Development Lab and Office Bldg., Austin Center features Featherlite's Burnished Masonry Units...a ground face that gives an exposed aggregate finish which adds that technical sophistication. The elegance of simplicity and ease of workmanship are two strong reasons to specify "Burnished" for your next great wall.

The Hypermart-Garland, Texas is Sam Walton's newest development and gleams with Spectra Glaze® block in midnight blue. The architect chose Spectra Glaze® as an economical exterior material with unique qualities, performance and design flexibility. Architects have specified Spectra Glaze® for its highly satisfactory performance for over 35 years.

The Great Wall...a blend of creative craftsmanship, rock solid strength, ease of workmanship and great building products that never disappoint you...that's Featherlite.
Rhotenberry Wellen Architects took four of seven awards in the biennial West Texas Chapter/AIA Design Awards, held during TSA's 49th Annual Meeting. The 31-firm chapter includes Midland, Odessa, San Angelo, and Big Spring.

The winning projects were given awards for Excellence in Design: Beesley Swimming Pool and Cabana, San Angelo, by H. Schmidt Architects, San Angelo; JR Ranch Headquarters, Ozona, by Jack E. Meek Architect AIA, San Angelo; Hall Residence Light Fixture, Midland, by Lawrence Holdren Connolly Architect, Midland; and Wellen Residence, Midland, ClayDesta Station Post Office, Midland, Lakeview Center, Odessa, and Rhotenberry Residence, Midland, all by Rhotenberry Wellen Architects, Midland.

Judges were architects Max Levy of Dallas and Robert Allen of Longview, and artist Brad Braun of San Antonio.

—RDT
Three large projects were named winners in the Northeast Texas Chapter/ AIA's 1988 Design Awards. The Longview firm The Allen/Buie Partnership took the highest honor given to the field of 15 entries, an Award of Design Excellence for the Longview Public Library. The jury noted the $2.9-million, 35,000-square-foot library’s "superior design, simple, clear, and well-detailed" and praised its relationship to the adjacent Municipal Building.

An Award of Design Merit was given for two additional projects: Renovation of Gregg County Airport Terminal, by Malloy & Bresie of Longview, and the Tyler Junior College Health and Physical Education Center, by Sinclair & Wright Architects of Tyler.

---

**THE ULTIMATE ROOF TECHNOLOGY**

**Aesthetics without the weight:**

Utilizing Gerard lightweight, fire-safe roof tiles, you now can specify the distinctive and timeless aesthetics of clay or concrete without the excessive weight or breakage. Gerard tiles weigh only 1 ½ pounds per square foot, yet are more durable than tiles weighing up to 10 times as much. The underlying strength of Gerard tiles is rugged 26 gauge galvanized steel, pre-painted and reinforced for durability by a patented profile design. A deep coating of polymer acrylic resin bonds earthstone granules to the steel, and finally a pure acrylic overglaze is applied prior to kiln curing. The process creates an aesthetically pleasing, weatherproof, non-combustible roof tile that outperforms the alternatives.

Gerard tiles are available in a spectrum of twelve colors including six mediterranean accent shades designed to compliment architectural styles, and provide the versatility of making structures at one with their environment or setting them apart from the crowd. The lightweight durability of steel combined with thestable elegance of colored stone granules, provides a unique blend of permanence and beauty in a roofing system that has surpassed thorough testing.

---

**GERARD TILE DESIGN INFORMATION:**

**ADVANTAGES:**
- LIGHTWEIGHT
- FIRE RETARDANT
- STRUCTURALLY SECURE
- PROVEN
- MADE IN U.S.A.

**VERSATILITY:**
- MINIMUM PITCH 3:12
- MANSARDS
- RESIDENTIAL
- COMMERCIAL

---

For free architectural design package, call 1-800-541-3002 Inside California, 1-800-841-3213 Outside California.

or write to:
Gerard Tile Inc. Corporate Head Office/Technical Services Division
P.O. Box 9459 • 955 Columbia St. Brea, CA 92622-9459
Telephone: (714) 929-0407

---

Library and college photographs by R. Greg Harkley

---

Jurors were Ray B. Bailey, FAIA, of Houston, and Steve Souter and Andrew Perez III of San Antonio.

---

RDT
Scott Strasser, Director of Design for the Dallas office of CRSS Inc., has been named Designer of the Year by Interiors magazine. The magazine’s January 1989 issue features an extensive portfolio of his interior-architecture projects.

Gensler and Associates/Architects, Houston, recently received awards for carpet design in two competitions, one held by Interior Design magazine and one by Interiors magazine and The Institute of Business Designers.

Corgan Associates Architects, Dallas, is working with American Airlines to design a new terminal at Dallas/Fort Worth Intercontinental Airport. The $750-million terminal’s rectangular shape represents the first major break from the original horseshoe-type series of terminals completed in 1974.

Voters in San Antonio on Jan. 21 approved a one-half-cent sales-tax increase, which will generate funds over the next five years for the construction of the “Alamodome,” a $160-million, 65,000-seat sports stadium to be built in central San Antonio.

An Austin residence by David Lake of San Antonio won the 1,800-3,200-square-foot-home category of the Southern Home Awards program sponsored by Southern Living. The home is featured in the magazine’s February 1989 issue.

The Schulte Ranch (see TA Nov/Dec 1988), by Cannady, Jackson & Ryan Architects, Inc., Houston, received a Merit Award in the American Wood Council’s 1988 Wood Design Award Program.

The First F.A. Building at Du Pont Center in Orlando, by Morris Architects, Houston and Orlando, was a winner in the Eighteenth Annual Outstanding Concrete Structures in Florida awards.

We provide design and technical guidance . . . PC GlassBlock® products and accessory samples . . . and project quotations.

With a network of dealers as well as direct-to-contractor sales, we can handle your glass block project demands confidently, efficiently and exactly as specified.

Our years of glass block experience, mean we can help you build with confidence . . . with one of today’s most versatile construction materials.

WE HAVE DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE AREA—PLEASE CALL FOR THE ONE NEAREST YOU.

PC GlassBlock® is a registered trademark of Pittsburgh Corning Corporation.
Fort Worth

Jury premiates 12 in chapter awards

The 1988 Fort Worth Chapter/AIA Design Awards program, in its Nov. 5 jury, produced twelve winning projects in three categories. Projects by Vestal/Loftis-Kalista/Architects, Inc., and CRSS Inc. received the only Honor Awards given.


Unbuilt Projects. Merit Awards: St. Vincent’s Episcopal Church and Day School, Bedford, by Jim Bransford, AIA; and Villa Aguirre, Bahia, Ecuador, by Jackson and Ayres Architects, Inc.

Detail, Furniture, and Graphics. Citation Award: Low Table, by Les Edmonds.

Jurors were Bill Booziotis, FAIA, and Gary Cunningham, both of Dallas, and Val Glitsch of Houston.

— RDT

NEWS, continued on page 48

Not just another pretty building...

another high quality, on schedule Varco-Pruden building.
Providing superior service has made Varco-Pruden a leader in the non-residential construction industry. With the backing of VP’s advanced design capability and quality products, independent Varco-Pruden Builders provide superior construction to building decision makers throughout the U.S.

For complete information about Varco-Pruden’s services, contact your local VP Builder or call 1-800-238-3246.

VARCO-PRUDEN BUILDINGS
ANCA INTERNATIONAL
Built On Superior Service
Texas Architect

114 West 7th, Suite 1400
Austin, Texas 78701
Celebrating the Architect as Artist

Today, instead of reveling in architects’ graphic work, the general public and even architects themselves tend to emphasize the finished building. It is, after all, the explicit goal of the architectural process. But it is worthwhile to stop and ponder from time to time the “pictures” architects create to describe a project, or even just an idea.

An architect can be described rather crudely as one part artist, one part engineer. The Texas Architect Graphics Competition sought to isolate and celebrate the first of these two, the purely artistic soul of the architect.

The pictures architects create are more than just artwork; they are a means of communication, the only language architects have that can adequately convey their ideas for any project. And, depending on the architect’s approach, these pictures can speak with an eyebrow-raising shout or a subtle whisper.

So it is with the winners of the Graphics Competition: from Randall Stout’s many-voiced conversation among dimensions to Kimberly Kohlhaas’s compellingly quiet monologue; from Matthew Morris’s polysyllabic layers of meaning to Pete Ed Garrett’s spare one-liners. The pencil strokes, like words in a book, carry their own meanings and yet, stacked one on another many thousands of times over, describe something much greater.

Graphics remind us that architects’ most significant projects and their quickly discarded doodlings both begin when they, as artists, put pencil to paper.

— Ray Don Tilley
WINNERS OF THE FIRST TSA GRAPHICS COMPETITION

Like the many TSA Design Awards competitions that preceded it, the Texas Architect Graphics Competition has produced a collection of some of the best work by the architects of Texas. As with the Design Awards, too, some arguably fine work was discarded in the selection process. Therefore, especially in this new competition, it is important to consider how the jury went about its task.

The jurors, Steve Oles of Newton, Mass., Kirby Lockard, FAIA, of Tucson, and Mikael Kaul of Gainesville, Fla., agreed among themselves to a few ground rules. They would try to name at least one winner in each category, yet they would not name a winner just for the sake of having a winner. They would look for work that was “arresting” at several distances, and they would endeavor to separate minimal work, which achieves “more” with “less,” from minor work, in which “less” is simply “less.”

After a five-second-per-slide pass through the renderings, working drawings, and sketches to get a feel for the range and quality of the submissions, the jury turned to the business- and publication-graphics entries mounted together on one wall. Pondering the boards and publications individually and as groups of similar work, the jury moved casually but efficiently through discussions of basic qualities such as balance, scale, proportion, and contrast, as well as more intangible criteria such as appropriateness, energy, style, and passion. Kaul and Lockard continually approached and retreated from the boards to examine readability at incremental distances. Oles stood across the room, raising opera glasses to his eyes occasionally to accomplish the same task. As each nonwinning entry was removed, the wall became progressively emptier, until only five boards, the winners in the two categories, remained.

Sifting through the slide entries took on a different rhythm. First, the “distracting” title slides (required by contest rules) were pulled, leaving an unbroken series to call. Each image, in effect, became an entry, and drawings entered as parts of a composition stood on their own.

The winners that survived the three rounds of paring satisfied criteria developed informally by the jurors as their whisking progressed. In articulating these goals the jurors often fell into one-word rubrics, such as “passion,” “intensity,” and “depth.” The qualities of a winner did not necessarily meet any check list of requirements; instead, a winner met the consensus of the jury, a consensus that may shift with the composition of future juries, transforming past nonwinners into winners.

The following pages present the jury’s 20 selections from a group of 90 entries. They exhibit undeniable skill and creativity, whether deftly sketched in a travel book or painstakingly rendered over many weeks. Let the jury’s comments, and the works themselves, communicate the elusive qualities that merited that peculiarly absolute accolade: winner.
This imaginary project proposed the rehabilitation of abandoned rice silos along Buffalo Bayou and additional adjacent buildings to accommodate a futures-trading market. This image shows a cenotaph to Italo Calvino (whose writings greatly influenced the design of the silo site), an adjacent project to be located in the bayou.

Kaul: This has a charged quality. It exhibits talent in the reflections, and says something about space, time, infinity.

Oles: I like the tension between the second and third dimensions; there are windows in the windows. It's almost vertiginous, following the perspective of the crane back.
Architectural Delineation
“Dallas Mall Project”
Richard B. Ferrier
UT Arlington
Graphite, watercolor
This rendering presents a proposed project by developers LPC/Centennial and architects Kohn Pedersen Fox, New York, and HKS Inc., Dallas.
Kaul: It’s beautifully detailed, and has the advantage of depicting quality work.
Oles: The “flat” or omnidirectional light allows this to be a highly informative drawing. As a composition, the drawing would be much less persuasive without as much sky.
Lockard: But there are two things that bother me, although it’s a handsome drawing. One of the conventions we use is to make the building darker near the top to heighten the contrast between building and sky. He’s not doing that. Also, I would have expected the reflection of one tower in the other. The positive side is that it has no tricked-up, juiced-up stuff; it’s absolutely deadpan.

Architectural Delineation
“Blake House”
William T. Cannady, FAIA
Cannady, Jackson & Ryan, Architects, Houston
Color pencil and ink, applied film
This is an unbuilt 5,600-square-foot residence in Big Lake, La.
Lockard: The soul of the building is in this imaginative section. The best design drawing is not always the perspective or plan.

Oles: It is a remarkably successful, although flawed, effort. Like a chromosome, it carries a lot of information in a small space.

Trammell Crow Properties, Dallas, and the Dallas Museum of Art.

Texas Architect March·April 1989
San Antonio
Photo-composite of pin-registered ink-on-mylar drawings
This is from contract documents for the exterior renovation of the historic Sealy Building in Galves-
ton for developer George Mitchell.

Kaul: This is dense, informative.
Lockard: It shows real skill in organizing information. That information, in unskilled hands, would have been illegible.

Working Drawings
"Stone Drawings"
Raphael Dueing
Smith, Ekbled & Associates, Inc.
Dallas
ink and pencil on vellum
This sheet is from a set of 16 stone drawings for a residence under construction in Dallas.
Oles: This communicates artist to artist; it is not addressed to a contractor. I love the implication that among the people in construction, there is someone who can catch the ball. I’m happy to see that this is apparently being revived.
Kaul: This conveys information—it’s about depth, texture, not just coloring up a drawing.
Lockard: We have to keep this ability alive.
Conceptual Drawing
“Aja”
R. B. Ferrier
UT Arlington
Watercolor, graphite, color pencil, plastics
Kaul: Awesome . . . does that fit?
Lockard: It reminds me of Diebenkorn, Wright’s stained-glass patterns.
Oles: That totally apt. It’s not since Wright’s work that I’ve felt such a rush.
Kaul: I like the allusions to architectural convention. It has qualities of passion baked into it.
Oles: Somehow an architect had to have done this. Not many people would be this skilled, with the right predisposition. It’s definitely sensual, yet you think of sensual drawing as curvaceous and this has hardly a curve.

Conceptual and Imagination
“Conceptual Design Boards”
Matthew K. Morris
Ford, Powell & Carson, Inc.
San Antonio
Color pencil on ink sketches
These drawings for the Triparty Initiative, which is being carried out by the City, VIA Metropolitan Transit, and the Downtown Owners Association, present a scheme for upgrading downtown San Antonio streets, sidewalks, furniture, and lighting.
Lockard: This is one of those interesting syntheses of information. It tells how to make it. It has posterlike qualities, but it includes time, which is unusual.
Kaul: It works in several dimensions, which is what good graphics should do.
Oles: It is a happy marriage of text and graphics, of left and right brain.
Sketch Books
"The Lines of Eternity"
Kimberly R. Kohlhaas
RTKL Associates Inc.
Dallas
Monotype of a photograph
This image represents an intense study of light, depicting a temple in Sicily, executed during Kohlhaas's last semester at the University of Notre Dame.
Kaul: Sensual.
Lockard: It looks like the opening scene from a Fellini movie.
Oles: The relationship of surface of paper and three-dimensionality beyond the paper is great. It creates a terrific thrust.

Sketch Books
"San Fernando at Midsummer"
Matthew K. Morris
San Antonio
Color pencil on sketch paper
This sketch is from a series on the missions of San Antonio done in 1988. It presents an expressionistic view of the form, color, and texture of simple buildings. Abstraction was used to study the building's elements and to express an emotional reaction to these buildings at a specific time and place.
Kaul: It reminds me of Munch. It's a developed technique that has both charm and intrigue.
Lockard: It is wonderful how shadows from the canales show how the wall is formed.
Kaul: Someone is really pushing himself and has to be rewarded. He's reaching within and pulling the good stuff out.
Lockard: I like especially the stains on the wall.
Kaul: The overall composition is extremely charged, but its unstable aspect is retrieved by a central, stable composition.
Concept and Imagination
“Thoughts on an Exhibition of Work by Robert Graham”
John Lemr
Team Hou Architects
Houston
Razor-point felt-tip pen on paper
Kaul: It’s an eerie drawing of unusual intensity.
Oles: It’s an electric previsualization, as disturbing as it may be—that may have been the object. It’s not often that you get this certainty of intention from someone other than the sculptor himself.
Kaul: The beauty of the drawing is that it is exploratory; it taps into the intensity of the subconscious power in what’s happening. I like the darkness, the intensity of the pen stroke.
Oles: I have a feeling it was a very evocative process that led to this drawing.
Kaul: I tip my hat to the delineator.

Sketch Books
“Landscape Sketch”
R. B. Ferrier
UT Arlington
Watercolor
Oles: I reach for my coat.
Kaul: It shows incredible skill. The technique overall is just there.
Lockard: I would like to see just how he did the fence.

Concept and Imagination
“Theatre”
Gordon Gilmore
Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum
Dallas
Ink and color pencil
This drawing explores the interior design of a theater that will be a teaching environment as well as a performance area.
Oles: You can feel the urgent investigation.
Lockard: It’s great because it’s not self-conscious.
Concept and Imagination
(Untitled)
Pete Ed Garrett
Morris Architects
Houston
Felt-tip pen on air-sickness bags
Due to the recent regional economic downturn, this Texas architect has spent a considerable amount of time on airplanes. The travel time has been useful, quiet design time since there are no phones, peers, or clients. The new architectural tools have become the felt-tip pen, flip-down tray, and air-sickness bag. These sketches have been the geneses of various projects now in schematic design or design development.

Kaul: A charming cultural comment.

Oles: This is practice in the '80s.

Lockard: Now we're finished with napkin sketches; we have moved on to the next medium.

Sketch Books
"Rome Sketch Book 1988"
Raphael Duesing
Smith, Ekblad & Associates, Inc.
Dallas
Pencil
This is from a sketch book Duesing kept when he traveled to Rome with the members of the firm.

Kaul: This is by far the best of the quintessential travel sketches we've seen. It's captivating, and uses the appropriate technique.

Oles: It does something no photograph of the view could do. This person came away with a much better memory and understanding of the scene.
Publication Graphics
"New Regionalism"
Lawrence W. Speck and
Susan Hoover
Center for the Study of American Architecture, UT Austin

Academic publication
Center is the annual publication of the Center for the Study of American Architecture, directed by Lawrence Speck. It was printed by Waverly Press, Baltimore.

Lockard: They inherit a lot of disparate work and they do well to make it all work together.

Oles: Yes, the tougher the task is, the more credit that should be given for good work.

Kaul: All schools need to strive to do this kind of work.

Oles: This offers a standard.

Publication Graphics
"Frank Welch & Associates, Inc."
Herman Dyal
Fuller Dyal & Stamper
Austin

Firm brochure
This brochure presents highlights of the firm’s work over 29 years.

Oles: If “New Regionalism” is a symphony, this is a sonata. It does as much with black and white as others do with color; given that, the prize goes to the lower means.

I have a lot of respect for establishing a system and having it carry varied subjects.

Kaul: This brochure is by far the most “worked.”
Business Graphics
"NaTec Identity System"
Hal Kantner (director, graphic design)
CRSS, Inc.
Houston
Image and identity system
This was developed for a new venture in environmental emissions control. Their specific product would use sodium (chemical symbol: Na) in proprietary engineering technology (Tec) to reduce the sulfur-oxide and nitrogen-oxide emissions contributing to acid rain. The logo mark mimics tainted and untainted rain falling on a protective horizontal bar. Deep blue was used as a semblance for both clear skies and clean oceans.
Kaul: It's solid. There is color, balance, and a symbolic quality.
Oles: It communicates a high level of professionalism. It's restrained yet inventive, simple but rewarding up close. Clean is a tough word to use correctly, but in the best sense, it's clean.

Business Graphics
"Business Graphics LA, Invitation"
Joseph J. Scalabrln (principal-in-charge, graphics group)
RTKL Associates Inc.
Dallas
Office-opening program: announcement, invitation, map, and name card
This mailer was designed for a distribution tailored to each client. They were sent either alone, with the map, or with all three pieces.
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LATE 19TH-CENTURY COMPETITIONS FOR PUBLIC COMMISSIONS PROVIDED A MEANS OF MAKING OR ENHANCING AN ARCHITECT'S PROFESSIONAL REPUTATION. RICHARD MORRIS HUNT, HENRY HOBSON RICHARDSON, AND THE FIRM OF McKIM, MEAD AND WHITE, WERE AMONG THE COUNTRY'S MOST SUCCESSFUL AND INFLUENTIAL COMPETITION ENTRANTS. IRONICALLY, COMPETITIONS WERE ALSO A CONSTANT SOURCE OF IRRITATION FOR THE YOUTHFUL ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION. AS THEY STRUGGLED FOR PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION AND RESPECT IN A COUNTRY WITH A STRONG TRADITION OF CRAFTSMEN AND BUILDERS, ARCHITECTS EMPHASIZED THEIR SUPERIOR TRAINING, BUSINESS AND ENGINEERING ACUMEN, AND ADVANCED KNOWLEDGE OF STYLES AND STANDARDS OF TASTE. THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF MOST COMPETITIONS, HOWEVER, REPEATEDLY DEMONSTRATED HOW UNDEVALUED AND MISUNDERSTOOD THE PROFESSION WAS IN THE LATE 19TH CENTURY. A STUDY OF CONTROVERSIAL COMPETITIONS, INCLUDING THE ONE FOR THE TEXAS CAPITOL, WHICH CELEBRATED ITS CENTENNIAL IN 1988, ILLUMINATES THOSE ISSUES THAT VEXED DESIGNERS A CENTURY AGO AND THAT CONTINUE TO TRouble THE PROFESSION. THEY ALSO REVEAL HOW ARCHITECTS MOBILIZED IN RESPONSE TO THESE GRIEVANCES.


"THE COMPETITION OF DESIGNS FOR THE CAPITOL OF THE STATE OF TEXAS," THEY WROTE, "WHICH TOOK PLACE A YEAR OR TWO AGO, SEEMS TO HAVE HAD A SEQUEL WHICH, THOUGH DISAGREEABLE TO THOSE INTERESTED IN THE BUILDING, WAS PERHAPS NOT SO FAR FROM WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN EXPECTED."


“glad to know that the architect [of the permanent capitol]... does not deserve the aspersions which were certainly implied in our remarks on the subject,” and withdrew their criticism of the project, “as far as he is concerned.” Loring’s address and extensive knowledge of the Texas project suggest that he was not an unbiased observer. In fact, it is likely that he worked in the office of architect Elijah E. Myers, victor of the controversial Texas Capitol competition, and he may have written at Myers’s behest.

The episode underscored the exasperation of professional architects with design competitions, which, in the great burst of civic building that occurred in late 19th-century America, furnished opportunities for the most important commissions of the period. Discussion of the matter appeared regularly in the country’s two most influential architectural journals, *The American Architect and Building News* and *Inland Architect*, published in Chicago, which covered architecture in the Midwest and South.

The profession’s vexation with the contests resulted from several unsatisfactory conditions. Competition terms were typically set by laymen, including city councilmen, county commissioners, and city engineers, who resisted the assistance of architects in preparing building programs. As a result, programmatic needs were vaguely stated and the expectations of competition organizers were unfairly high. Not only were the competition terms poorly conceived, but submissions were subject to review by the same ill-informed committees. Proposals were judged,
Allen McCree, FAIA, who was named to succeed Roy E. Graham as Capitol Architect in 1988, hit the ground running. In January he announced the architect-engineer teams who will restore the Texas Capitol and the historic General Land Office building on the Capitol grounds, and who will design and construct an underground expansion, with offices and support spaces, north of the Capitol (see TA “News,” Jan/Feb 1989). McCree’s plan has the backing of Gov. Bill Clements, Lt. Gov., Bill Hobby, and House Speaker Gib Lewis, but McCree is working to ensure legislative funding by citing the 101-year-old Capitol’s numerous safety and maintenance problems. TA editor Joel Barna interviewed McCree in his office as the 1989 legislative session got under way.

Q. Why focus on life-safety issues—Isn’t the Capitol basically sound?

That’s one of the misunderstandings that have severely impacted funding for the building. It has been well maintained, but the public doesn’t see the real fabric of the building—the drains, the wiring, the terrific energy-inefficiency, the roof leaks, the fire hazards. They don’t see the back offices—only the public areas, which have not changed much since the 1930s.

Q. There are fire hazards in the Capitol?

People think that a stone, metal, and concrete building is fireproof, but a heavy timber-frame building would probably give people a longer time to escape in case of a fire. What we have is a building with wrought-iron trusses fire-spanning both houses [of the Legislature] and constituting the framework of the dome. Because of simple structural metallurgy, which shows that in a fire these trusses would lose all their strength and collapse, the least-stringent modern code would have those encased in 2- or 3-hour fire-protective assemblies. Plus, the building is designed for a natural draft, with heat going up the dome. If there were to be a fire, that would continue, and the dome would collapse. In the basement we have the major fire exit, with five unprotected cast-iron columns, encircled by the building’s food service, a potential hazard. The fact that a fire hasn’t happened in 100 years is no comfort to me as a professional who is responsible for the building.

Q. You have listed other problems: new wiring and plumbing, better circulation, etc. But can’t they be corrected one at a time?

Approaching the Capitol’s problems piecemeal would be tremendously wasteful. Installing a sprinkler system for fire safety, for example, would require tearing out, then restoring, plaster walls. If we did that, then came back and did the same thing for the wiring, and then again for the plumbing, it would be a lot of money wasted.

Q. Can’t the Capitol be restored without the addition that is being undertaken?

Not if it is going to remain a working seat of government throughout the process, as my charge requires. Currently, 560 people work in the Capitol basement, which used to have a rotunda and 20-foot-wide corridors; it has been chopped up and the ceilings lowered to six feet, eight inches. So many pipes and wires have been added that it is a serious addition to the structural loading of the floor above. We’ve had to shore it up with timbers just to make it through the session, and we’re having it analyzed by engineers. On the upper floors, mezzanine offices have been added. We have to give these people a place to work. New construction would house all the pumps and transformers, the food service, the loading dock, and other things, that now take up so much of the building. The addition has other benefits: covered, secure access to the Capitol and other buildings, needed parking, much-improved handicapped access, and much better computer communications. It will also allow us to get significant energy savings.

architects charged, by those least knowledgeable of style, technology, and the cost of building, and most swayed by the unlearned counsel of others or by those devious practitioners who preyed on the vanities and insecurities of building boards.

Indeed, there was little faith in the openness of competitions. Because of the well-documented waste, excesses, and political scandals of Gilded Age architectural projects, most architects assumed the awards for public buildings were decided long before the competitions were announced, and this, in fact, was often the case. Competition officials usually concluded their notices to architects with the important disclaimer that “the Board reserves the right to reject any and all plans,” and they rarely returned submitted materials. In those contests that ended with the decline of all designs, building boards often contracted secretly with the lowest bidder, who pirated elements from many of the entries for his final design.

The architectural press reserved its harshest criticism for the financial terms of competitions. In return for complete sets of plans and elevations, plus specifications and estimates, the winning entrant typically was offered only a meager award; second- and third-place entries usually received nothing. Citing one such (unnamed) competition in Texas, American Architect editors chided its organizers, observing that they found “something strange, or even amusing, in the idea of inviting architects to undertake two or three months hard labor for a very slight chance of being rewarded with a sum equal to less than a fifteenth part of what any respectable member of the profession would earn by the same outlay of time and trouble in legitimate business.”

The press often printed competition notices that evinced attempts to abuse professional services, submitted by victims of the process. In January 1880, to cite the first of several examples with particular relevance to Elijah Myers, the county commissioners of Arrapahoe County, Colo., distributed an announcement of the competition for the county courthouse. Entrants were to supply floor plans, geometrical drawings of
the different facades, and a perspective view, in addition to a detailed building description and estimates. No mention of fees was made, but they appended the protective clause of their "right to reject any and all plans and sketches." Similarly, in early 1882 American Architect editors received word of a competition for an unnamed courthouse in Texas, whose cost was not to exceed $50,000. The notice requested "contract drawings, specifications and detailed estimates" in return for a $100 premium to be awarded in payment for the winning plan. And in 1885 the Richmond, Va., city engineer, W. E. Cutshaw, solicited designs for the new city hall. The program, a contributor to American Architect reported, called for the design of a four-story, plus basement, fireproof structure with four different elevations. With plumbing, heating, and elevators included in the cost, city officials expected to pay $300,000 for its construction. In return for drawings, specifications, and elevations, the winning entry would be awarded $700, with $300 going to the second-best design. When the Colorado Board of Capitol Managers issued their notice to architects in 1885 of the competition for Colorado's new statehouse, architects Eisenmann and Blunt of Cleveland sent word to Denver that they found the notice a "fine bit of satire as well as slightly impertinent," and advised the Board that the "terms offered are such that no architect of standing and self-respect can enter the competition." The two architects noted that their "customary charge on a project of that scale would be 2-1/2% on the contract price, or in this case, $25,000!" — not the $1,500 offered as competition prize. "A commercial man would laugh such an offer to scorn," they concluded. "Why should a professional man do otherwise?"

"A commercial man would laugh such an offer to scorn," architects said of one competition. "Why should a professional man do otherwise?"

unethical. Journal editors urged architects not to acquiesce to the unreasonable expectations of building boards, and repeatedly decried the probable low moral condition and lack of technical or aesthetic skills of those practitioners willing to submit to such degrading conditions. They also addressed their comments to the American public, whom they considered woefully misinformed about the profession. If the public could be shown that "in almost every case the plans so selected have failed to meet the expectations of their owners, often with disastrous results, and that such is the natural if not inevitable consequence of this mode of procedure," journal editors reasoned, citizens would demand reform of the whole process.

In the spring of 1885, a month after the Richmond City Hall competition had been announced, American Architect editors attempted to rally architects across the country in an attempt to find a "cure for the competition evil." They asked their readers not to participate in the contest under the terms established by the city of Richmond, and proposed to organize a group of 10 well-known architects, or "champions of reform," to submit entries after negotiation of a new building program with city leaders. Every architect in the country was pressed to support the endeavor by contributing a dollar or two, with the collected funds to be divided equally among the ten "champions" not awarded a contest premium. Revised competition terms, American Architect editors felt, would assure a fair and honorable contest, and they encouraged all interested architects to enter.

Practitioners responded enthusiastically to the experiment in reform, which had been named "On to Richmond." Of course, the entire endeavor rested on convincing Cutshaw, the Richmond city engineer, to change the terms of the competition. They petitioned Cutshaw to extend the deadline; to form a jury of three architects...
who would select the winning entries; to guarantee that all awards were to be made “absolutely and without reservation”; to agree to return all designs, except the winning entries, immediately following the jury decision; and to stipulate that all designs were to be rendered in ink and submitted under pseudonyms. The most controversial, and most important, revision was to be made to the fee. In place of the $700 first-prize award, the architect was to be paid a regular commission; the two previously announced prizes would now be awarded to the second- and third-place winning designs.

American Architect editors felt they could present a strong case. Not only would Richmond officials be assured of a higher quality of designs, but they would have more entries from which to select than they would have received under the faulty original terms. Less than a month after the plan was proposed, however, journal editors announced that their “siege of Richmond must be raised,” as Cutshaw had refused all attempts to renegotiate. Debate over the issue continued without a suitable plan to counter it.

With the champions of the profession rebuffed, the winner of the Richmond City Hall competition was Elijah E. Myers of Detroit, who, intriguingly, also won those for the Texas Capitol, the Arrapahoe County, Colo., Courthouse, and the Colorado State Capitol. While he does not enjoy the celebrity of his peers, Myers is acknowledged as among the most talented and successful of Gilded Age designers, and is known primarily for his public works.

Myers’s biography remains sketchy and imprecise, in large measure because he was so fond of altering or misrepresenting the essential facts of both his private and professional life. He claimed to have trained in the Philadelphia office of the noted architect and pattern-book author, Samuel Sloan. It can be said with greater certainty that, when the Philadelphia economy and building trades declined in the early 1860s, Myers moved on to more promising opportunities in the Midwest. He settled first in Springfield, Ill., where for almost a decade he conducted a lucrative practice, designing courthouses and other institutional structures. By the early 1870s he had opened an office in Detroit and was overseeing the construction of his first important commission, the Michigan State Capitol. Myers subsequently won the competitions for the Texas and Colorado capitols, and it is primarily on the basis of these three buildings that his architectural reputation was made.

Myers appears to have possessed every characteristic that so antagonized the profession. He curried political favor, thrived on patronage, probably underbid and undercut his competitors, and, at least for much of his career, eschewed membership in the country’s two professional associations, the American Institute of Architects or their Midwestern counterpart, the Western Association of Architects. It is difficult to identify a project with which Myers was involved that was not riddled with cost overruns and accusations of malfeasance. He was engaged constantly in disputes with clients, and was repeatedly released from contracts after lengthy and bitter battles with building commissions.

Perhaps Myers’s greatest challenge, the Texas Capitol competition would prove no less controversial than other late-19th-century contests for important public works. While the official notice to architects was not publicized until late 1880, word passed around Austin that at least two local architects already had their plans prepared by July 1879. As early as September 1879, Myers was among those in correspondence with Oran Roberts, Governor of Texas. Hearing that the State of Texas had passed a law authorizing construction of a new capitol, Myers proffered his services to design it or any other proposed public building, and enclosed plans and photographs of the Michigan Capitol and the Asylum for the Insane at Pontiac to illustrate his profes-
tional talents. The Austin Daily Statesman printed a letter from someone identified only as "one of the most famous architects in the United States," who protested, "I have not been able to find out anything in regard to the construction of your State Capitol.... If I can get the needful information I will prepare plans; but I greatly fear that in Texas, as elsewhere in such cases, the proposition to have a fair competition is a delusion and a snare. The architect and contractors are already staked out and the corrupt are always incompetent."

When the competition was finally made public in late 1880, its terms were roundly criticized. The Texas Capitol Board offered a premium of $1,700 (American Architect mistakenly quoted the $1,200 figure) in return for elevations, plans, and specifications for a building they estimated would cost $1.5 million. Entrants were given two months to prepare and notified that no second- or third-place prizes would be awarded.

Attempting to defuse the brewing controversy, the Capitol Board directed that all designs be submitted anonymously, displayed the 11 entries for public appraisal in the old Capitol and called in famed New York architect Napoleon Le Brun to select the winning submission. Ironically, Le Brun was paid almost twice the amount awarded to the winning designer.

Debate did not end with the selection of Myers's design. Unhappy with Le Brun's decision and with the manner in which the competition had been held, a few local practitioners complained in the local press; one, John Andrewartha, threatened to sue Myers for what was seen as his dishonorable politicking for the job. Characteristically, Myers was soon embroiled in disputes with the Capitol Board, and before the building was completed, he was fired. He did, however, continue to use the handsome rendering of the Capitol's south elevation as his letterhead.

The loss of such an important project and the lingering suspicions and displeasure with the way the competition was conducted served as a catalyst to mobilize Texas architects. Organization of the Texas State Association of Architects (reorganized in 1939 as the Texas Society of Architects) in January 1886 was one response to their collective rage; John Andrewartha and James Wahrenberger, also unsuccessful Capitol competition entrants, were among those elected to the first executive committee. Included in its organizational objectives, the TSAA's charter stated the group would be unified in its efforts to "correct unprofessional practices"; talk of professional conduct and ethical practice filled their early meetings. In May 1889, George W. Stewart of Dallas submitted the text of a bill designed to regulate professional practice in Texas to the editors of American Architect. Stewart, a member of the TSAA since 1888, reported that the bill had been introduced to the Legislature and favorably received, but never called for a vote. (State legislation recognizing architecture as a profession did not pass, in fact, until 1937.)

With the formation of schools of architecture that provided technical training and important academic credentials, the growth of state organizations that policed the activities of their members, and the legislation of licensing requirements, the profession was successful in implementing some much-needed reforms at the turn of the 20th century. But the profession still grapples with issues that have changed little in the century since designers like Myers undermined the profession's earliest attempts to establish independence and legitimacy. Myers left a legacy of controversy that overshadows his fine architectural achievements. The debate continues, and skepticism abounds as much as ever about the fairness of competitions; some still say open calls merely provide valuable information and designs for sponsors, at little or no cost.

Architects observe the success of the legal and medical professions in regulating their services and ponder the efficacy of adopting similar strategies for the design field. While the future is unpredictable, it must be noted that doctors and lawyers control their domains through a strict and vigilant web of academic credentials, powerful lobbies, and licensing requirements designed to exclude all others from their professional turfs—an array of powers at present denied, at least in part, to the architectural profession. As long as architects must share the responsibility of shaping the environment with developers, contractors, and bankers, the controversy over the value of architectural services will continue.

Marlene Elizabeth Heck is an Assistant Professor of Architecture at Texas A&M University and a partner in Hardy Heck Moore, a preservation consulting firm in Austin.
The Commercial National Bank of Shreveport, LA., expanded in the 1980s. Banking operations had outgrown the original 16-story McKim, Mead and White tower built in 1930; they spilled into part of a new 24-story tower, designed by HKS Inc. of Dallas and completed in 1987.

Bank officers hired the Houston office of Gensler and Associates/Architects to redo the old banking hall (also originally designed by McKim, Mead and White) and unify its exuberant art deco interior with the spare late-modern airiness of the adjoining new tower’s tall atrium/plaza space.

Gensler decided early in the planning process to maintain the bank’s presence in the existing banking hall instead of moving it into the new plaza/atrium. New teller lines and check-writing stands were created to anchor the space, replacing the old teller booths between the existing green-marble-clad columns. New wall finishes and drapery were added, the stone floors were carpeted, and the ceiling details, particularly at the column capitals, were cleaned up and simplified. The historic murals by artist Buck Wynn (which the bank had planned to discard) were restored, hung at a lower level for better visibility, and relit, making them visible to pedestrian and traffic circulation outside the building as well as to customers inside. The bank’s proud history in Shreveport has been preserved and made a part of its expanded and updated operations.

Unifying a banking hall by McKim, Mead and White with an airy ’80s tower next door

PROJECT: Commercial National Bank, Shreveport, LA.
INTERIOR ARCHITECT: Gensler and Associates Architects, Houston (Design team: Bill Livingston, Clyde Jackson, Bud Lather, Linda Tradwell, Jeffrey Loh)
CLIENT: Commercial National Bank, Shreveport, LA.
CONTRACTOR: Florshaim Co., Shreveport
CONSULTANTS: HKS Inc. (design of new building, structural); Wilhite Electric Co., Bossier City, La. (electrical); Southern Acoustics, Inc., Shreveport (acoustical); Berg Mechanical, Inc., Shreveport (plumbing/HVAC); W.T. Rowland Co. (painting)

SOURCES:
Marble and granite installation: Verde Issari, B&D Cut Stone, Shreveport Carpet: Hokanson Rugs and Carpets (custom design by Gensler)
Period lighting restoration: Cahn Electrical Co., Shreveport
Paint: Devoe Paints
Fabric Panels (behind teller line): “Pentagon,” by Arc Com Fabrics, Inc.
Drapery: “Wool Suit,” by Architect International
Wood: Architectural Woodwork Corp., Houston
Chairs: Bernhardt
Desks: Benedetti

McKim, Mead and White designed both the original 16-story tower and its banking hall. TOP: for the building, completed in 1930. ABOVE: a new three-story atrium links the old banking hall with the circulation binding new and old parts of the complex. LEFT: Plan shows elevators and walkways where teller windows once lined the east wall of the old banking hall.
**Islamic Architecture**
by John D. Hoag
Electa/Rizzoli, 1987
204 pgs., 350 illus.
$22.50 paper

Reviewed by Gerald Moorhead

For well over a thousand years (one is so tempted to say a thousand and one), the architecture of Islam has maintained a tradition of style in form and ornament in areas as different as Spain, North Africa, Egypt, Turkey, Persia, and India. Although the spread of Islam in the centuries following the death of the prophet Muhammad in 632 was not an organized process, architectural ideas permeated the entire empire from its various regions. By the 13th century, a “classic” style had matured in which a large body of shared motifs responded with local variations in these far-flung lands.

This volume by Islamic-art authority John Hoag is a part of the large History of World Architecture series formerly published by Abrams, revised and reissued in paperback by Electa/Rizzoli. The discussion is chronological within each cultural/political sphere. The sources and evolution of building typologies and stylistic details are divided into “Formative” and “Classic” periods for each domain, and the interchange of ideas is framed by the wars, migrations, and relationships of the ruling dynasties. The pervasiveness of architectural motifs is amazing, considering the bitter rivalry amongst the sects of Islam still festering today.

Hoag’s premise is that Islamic architecture embodies “the survival of antique architectural principles in a far more fundamental way than survived in the West.” Existing traditions of forms, materials, and techniques in conquered lands were assimilated by early Muslim builders. The Friday mosque, for example, is a large rectangular enclosure with a flat-roofed hypostyle hall along one side. Used for secular as well as religious functions, its early typological development was directly influenced by the Greek agora. Roman palaces and gardens, with their mythical references to paradise, are the source for several courtyard-based typologies. The mosque and madrasa (Islamic school) may enclose a garden which is divided into four sections by water courses representing the rivers of paradise. Mesopotamian glazed-tile work was revived in 12th-century Persia and quickly spread throughout the Islamic world.

The well-printed black-and-white photographs are usually adjacent to the pertinent text. The many plan drawings are the real highlight of the book, reflecting the subtle mutations of the building typologies (mosque, school, palace, tomb) from region to region. Although the dynastic progressions are important for an understanding of the context of patronage in a society where essentially only the ruler, flush with wealth from a recent conquest, could found a mosque, school, hospital, hospice, or palace, the text is overwhelmed by Arabic names that many Western readers could find hard to assimilate. A glossary of architectural terms is included, but no pronunciation gazetteer. The most glaring fault is the absence of any maps. A few structures discussed are not illustrated, but the madrasa and tomb of Sultan Hasan in Cairo, “the most remarkable monument of all Egyptian Islamic architecture,” is shown only in an aerial photo of the city. Beyond these omissions, however, Islamic Architecture is a comprehensive survey of manageable length that gives a balanced understanding of the sources and development of a remarkable architecture that has endured beyond a thousand and one years into myth and romance, the heritage of a culture again moving to center stage.

**Contributing editor Gerald Moorhead**

is an architect practicing in Houston. TSA member Dierdre Vivian is the president of Vivian/Nichols Associates, Dallas.

---

**Successful Restaurant Design**
by Regina S. Baraban, Joseph F. Durocher
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1988
$37.95 clothbound

Reviewed by Dierdre Vivian

For everyone who has dreamed of opening (or designing) a restaurant, *Successful Restaurant Design* will be informative reading. It provides a look at the process of creating a restaurant in interactive steps and decisions—with no magical design at the end—giving a realistic antidote to the title’s implicit promise.

First comes a rather dry overview of market determination, customer psychology, and design guidelines for both the front and back of the house. The discussion comparing destination drinking with destination dining introduces a crucial concept.

For experienced restaurateurs, architects, designers, and kitchen consultants, the “Mini” and “Maxi” case studies provide a worthwhile overview of the marketing-and-design process, complete with budgets, personalities, and frank discussions of successful ideas and mistakes. Restaurants from coast to coast are explored from conception to opening, with further data on later profitability.

While photographs are necessary to illustrate the concepts considered, much of the black-and-white photography here is distracting rather than helpful. The color-photography insert of restaurant interiors and details works better.

In the concluding chapter, food-service trends in the ’60s, ’70s, and ’80s are related to the marketing and design of restaurants and bars. The authors suggest that restaurants of the 1990s will be more diverse than ever; that’s great news for consumers and designers.
Introducing Elgin-Butler's New Modular Base System

Basebored?

Get fresh inspiration from Elgin-Butler's new modular Isolated Ceramic Base System. A structural, durable, modular, glazed, ceramic answer to cove base applications. One that's just as functional and fitting with concrete block as it is with stud, plaster, brick or any other wall system.

This strikingly handsome, smooth glaze-finished ceramic cove base enhances carpet, terrazzo or marble. Or, add a permanent touch of scuff-proof glamor to such utilitarian applications as linoleum or concrete floors. Available in cove or straight base, offering complete design flexibility.

No special masonry tools or techniques are needed. Standard 1/8" mortar joints achieve nominal 8"x8" modular dimensions.

Get excited! Combine design aesthetics with durability and utility. Specify Elgin-Butler's new Isolated Ceramic Base System.

Check the Yellow Pages for our nearest sales office, or phone us today for complete information.

Elgin-Butler Brick Company
P.O. Box 1947, Austin, Texas 78767
(512) 453-7366

ELGIN-BUTLER
Over a century of family pride, craftsmanship and accomplishment.

Circle 39 on Reader Inquiry Card
There's a symphonic elegance flowing from many ceramic tile surfaces. Something like a visual symphony by Bach, Beethoven or Mozart. And like a classical symphony, that beauty is forever. With tile's myriad of colors, shapes and textures, you can compose a masterpiece in allegro, andante, fortissimo! Ceramic Tile Institute, North Texas
Now in its third year as an organization, the Ceramic Tile Institute of North Texas (CTI/NT) continues to provide technical support, product-testing services, and tile standards and information for architects, contractors, and tile suppliers.

Among CTI/NT’s numerous programs and services is the 1989 Ceramic Tile Institute of North Texas Awards. This year’s program represents the second annual critique of tile applications in projects completed during 1988 in the five-county area around Dallas. The projects, entered by members of the Institute (see listing on page 46), were judged by industry professionals in actual site visits. Judges considered qualities such as proper specification and application in arriving at this year’s group of twelve winners.

Gressco Porcelain Granite Tile

GREAT SOUTHERN SUPPLY CO.

Houston Showroom: 3637 West Alabama
at Timmons Lane, Suite 490
Houston, Texas 77027
(713) 544-1751

Dallas: 6115 Denlon Drive
Suite 105, Dallas, Texas 75235
(214) 358-1070
TX WATTS 1-800-323-4398
**MASTERS AWARD**

APARTMENTS AND CONDOMINIUMS

**Project:** The Courts at Preston, Dallas  
**Architect:** Wong/Hiatt, Inc., Dallas  
**General Contractor:** J.L.B. Construction Co., Grand Prairie  
**Tile Contractor:** Custom Tile, Cedar Hill  
**Material:** Products supplied by American Tile Supply  
**Entrant:** American Tile Supply

**Masters Award**

**Judges Award**

**LIVING UNITS, SINGLE**

**Project:** C.W. Dowdy Residence, Colleyville  
**Builder:** C.W. Dowdy, American Tile  
**Tile Contractors:** Doug Davis, Frank Lowe, and Mike Noruzzi, Fort Worth; C.W. Dowdy, Colleyville  
**Materials:** Supplied by American Tile  
**Entrant:** C.W. Dowdy, American Tile

**Judges Award**

**MASTERS AWARD**

**Vertical Surfaces**

**Project:** Deacon Marek Residence, Dallas  
**Project Manager:** Christina Ryan Interior Design, Dallas  
**Tile Contractor:** Clockwork Tile Co., Farmers Branch  
**Material:** Latco Tile, Knox Tile and Marble  
**Entrant:** Knox Tile and Marble

**Judges Award**

**Vertical Surfaces**

**Project:** Spring Creek Campus, Collin County Community College, Plano  
**Architect:** Cogan Associates Architects, Dallas, with Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Inc., Dallas  
**General Contractor:** Dal-Mac Construction, Richardson  
**Tile Contractor:** Dalworth Tile, North Richland Hills  
**Material:** American Olean 12-by-12-inch and 6-by-6-inch Terra Pavers  
**Entrant:** Dalworth Tile, North Richland Hills

**Domestic & Imported Tile, Marble & Slate**

Representing:  
Crossville  
Florida Tile  
American Olean  
International American Ceramics  
Monarch  
Jasha  
Villeroy & Boch  
Windsor Ceramics  
Impo  
Ro-Tile  
Hastings  
Winburn  
Adobe  
Florida Brick & Clay  
Armstar  
Interstyle Glass Tiles

**Contact Information**

DALLAS—(214) 243-2377  
2839 Merrell Road  
DALLAS—(214) 343-5733  
11420 Plano Road  
DESOTO—(214) 228-0066  
1707 Falcon Drive Suite 106  
FT. WORTH—(817) 924-2232  
200 East Felix  
AUSTIN—(512) 837-2843  
2020 Rutland  
HURST—(817) 284-4787  
1507 Central Park Drive  
LONGVIEW—(214) 757-7762  
1608 East Whaley
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American Tile Supply...here to help you make the right decision for the right reasons.

The choice is clear.

Crossville Ceramics, out-front in porcelain tile technology.

Beauty • Durability • Value
Formerly available from Switzerland and now produced in Tennessee, Crossville Ceramic tiles have low H₂O absorption, acid proofness, through-body color, and precise size tolerances. Aesthetic options include a granite type or monochromatic colors. Crossville porcelains are available in an unpolished and polished surface.

For more information, visit us at booth #1821 at the Dallas CTDA show in April, or circle 43 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
Foot traffic is no challenge to Marazzi Enduro®. This revolutionary ceramic tile has a glaze so dense that dirt has no place to hide. Traffic patterns are a thing of the past. Maintenance is a snap. Beauty is enduring.

Offered with a high-gloss or matte finish, Marazzi Enduro® comes in 22 colors and three sizes: 8” x 8”, 12” x 12” and 16” x 16”. Its skid-inhibiting surface helps protect against slip-fall accidents. Single bullnose and cove base trims provide the finishing touch.

Learn about our timeless beauty. For a free technical brochure, including our long term warranty, call (214) 226-0110.
Texas Distributors

Anderson Tile Sales
1703 South Midkiff
Midland, TX 79701
915/683-5116

Associated Tile Sales
9203 Broadway
San Antonio, TX 78217
512/828-5761

Etex Tile Supply
520 East Loop 281
Longview, TX 75601
214/757-4906

Rivera Tile Inc.
4515 North Expressway
Brownsville, TX 78520
512/350-4545

Tile World
1421 Lee Trevino Drive D-2
El Paso, TX 79936
915/593-0600

Travis Tile Sales
3811 Airport Boulevard
Austin, TX 78722
512/478-8705

West Side Tile
6408 Depot Drive
Waco, TX 76710
817/776-1122

---

JUDGES AWARD

HORIZONTAL SURFACES
Project: T.U. Electric, Dallas
General Contractor: T.U. Electric, Dallas
Tile Contractor: Fitzgerald Tile Corp., Addison
Material: Crossville Ceramics, American Tile
Entrant: American Tile

---

JUDGES AWARD

HORIZONTAL SURFACES
Project: University of Texas at Arlington Engineering Complex
Architects: Albert S. Komatsu & Associates, Fort Worth
General Contractor: Stolte, Inc., Dallas
Tile Contractor: Dalworth Tile, North Richland Hills
Material: Acme Brick, Brick Pavers
Dalworth Tile, North Richland Hills

---

JUDGES AWARD

SPECIALTY
Project: Sergio and Sue Ann Scala Residency, Frisco
Architect: Stacy Architects/Dennis W. Stacy, AIA, Dallas
Tile Contractor: Edward Flores Tile (CTC), Garland; Joe's Tile, Lucas
Builders: R.G. Urban, Lucas; G.G. Cain, Plano
Materials: Variety supplied by American Tile Supply, Italile, Terra Firma, Interna
tional Marble Collection, French Brown, Fail Ceramics, American Marazzi
Entrant: Edward Flores Tile (CTC), Garland

---

JUDGES AWARD

SPECIALTY
Project: C.W. Dowdy Residence, Colleyville
Builder: C.W. Dowdy, American Tile
Tile Contractors: Doug Davis, Frank Lowe, and Mike Noruzzi, Fort Worth; C.W.
Dowdy, Colleyville
Materials: Supplied by American Tile
Entrant: C.W. Dowdy, American Tile
MURALS
Project: Sergio and Sue Ann Scala Residence, Frisco
Architect: Stacy Architects/Dennis W. Stacy, AIA, Dallas
Tile Contractor: Edward Flores Tile (CTC), Garland; Joe's Tile, Lucas
 Builders: R.G. Urban, Lucas; G.G. Cain, Plano
Materials: Variety supplied by American Tile Supply, ItalTile, Terra Firma, International Marble Collection, French Brown, Fall Ceramics, American Marazzi
Entrant: Edward Flores Tile (CTC), Garland

COMMERICAL
Project: The Parks at Arlington
Architect: Omniplan Architects, Dallas
Tile Contractor: Dalworth Tile, North Richland Hills
General Contractor: Walker Construction Co., Fort Worth
Materials: Verona Marble 12-by-12-inch agglomerate marble, American Olean 12-by-12-inch slate, and Emser international 8-by-8-inch porcelain tile
Entrant: Dalworth Tile, North Richland Hills

Masters Award

Directory of Members
CERAMIC TILE INSTITUTE OF NORTH TEXAS

TILE DISTRIBUTORS AND MANUFACTURERS

Acme Tile Company, Gerald DeCorte/Greg House, 11271 Lec Ln., Dallas 75229, 214-247-5333
American Marazzi Tile, Inc., Sherr Sweet, 2800 Virgo Ln., Dallas 75229, 214-620-TILE
American Olean Tile Co., Ron Cutler, 2525 Royal Ln., #300, Dallas 75229, 214-213-2795
American Tile Supply, David Dowdy, 2339 Merrell Rd., Dallas, 214-242-2377
American Tile Supply, Al Beltman, 11420 Plano Rd., Dallas 75243, 214-345-5735
American Tile Supply, Fred Dean, 200 E. Felix St., Fort Worth 76115, 817/924-2232

Ceramic Tile International, Joe Pickens/ Gregg Redmond, 1624 W. Crosby Rd., #117, Carrollton 75006, 214/247-5333
Dal-Tile Corp., Bill Stache, 2001 S. Sylvania, Fort Worth 76111, 817/332-4161
Dal-Tile Corp., Loyd Pits, Box 17130, Richardson 75017, 214/690-5724
GTE Products Corp., Rick Stanley, 2040 McKee Drive, Carrollton 75011, 214-217-7800
Knox Tile Distributors, David Knox, 11232 Indian Trail, Dallas 75229, 214-242-5666

MANUFACTURERS: GROUPS, MORTARS, SETTING MATERIALS

Custom Building Products, Gerald Hansen, 1713 109th St., Grand Prairie 75050, 214/641-6996
L&M Manufacturing, Inc., Lloyd Hudson, Box 54172, Dallas 75235, 214/640-1408

TILE CONTRACTORS

Carpet Services, Inc., Dan Smith/Sherman Wallace, 5717 Concrete St., Fort Worth, 817/751-2736
Dalworth Tile Co., Inc., Jerry Moore, Box 80347, N. Richland Hills 76180, 817/405-6581
Edward Flores Tile, Edward Flores, 1713 Hilltop, Garland 75042, 214/275-8843
Ellis M. Skinner Tile, Els M. Skinner, Jr., 2083 Lombardy, Dallas 75220, 214/358-4621
Fitzgerald Tile Corp., Jim Fitzgerald, Box 906, Addison 75001, 214/661-8995
George Floors, Rusty George, 11232 Snow White Dr., Dallas 75229, 214/350-4847, 481-1221
Oak Park Tile Co., Inc., George Evans, 8441 Edinicus Ln., Dallas 75237, 214/338-4161
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**Non-Shading!** New “no-fault” Polyblend is revolutionary because it is the only ceramic tile grout specifically designed to eliminate shading. It is also more stain and mildew resistant, applies faster and easier, has increased bond strength and adhesion... *without* the use of latex additives or admixes. Just add water and you get the most dense, smooth surface ever. Based on latest polymer chemistry, new “no-fault” Polyblend is available in a spectrum of 47 colors. For more information and color cards, contact your Custom distributor or call us today.

**CUSTOM BUILDING PRODUCTS**

6511 SALT LAKE AVENUE, BELL, CA 90201 (213) 582-0846
1713 109TH ST., GRAND PRAIRIE, TX 75050 (214) 641-6996
2125 SWEETWATER INDUSTRIAL BL., LITHIA SPRINGS, GA 30057

Circle 47 on Reader Inquiry Card
NATURALLY IT'S ...

VERSALOK™
RETI NING WALL SYSTEMS

V ersa-L ok™ provides all
the necessary high demands
of structural performance,
economically and conveniently.
- Natural Rock Finish
- No Foundation Required
- No Mortar Used
- Interlocking Modular Units
- Durable, Attractive & Economical
- Easy and Quick to Install
- Automatically Steps Back &
- Forms Correct Slope
- For Both Commercial &
- Residential Applications
- Curved, Straight, Stepped &
- 90° Degree Installations

For more information, write or phone:
Dallas/Fort Worth TXI, P.O. Box 400,
Arlington, TX 76010
Dallas Phone: 214-638-8933
Metro: 214-263-4161
Corpus Christi TXI, P.O. Box 9154
Corpus Christi, TX 78409
Phone: 512-269-1791

Masonry Products Division
For a Great Wall When You're Up Against It

Harwood Taylor, FAIA, 1927-1988

The cofounder of three of the state's
most prominent architecture firms,
Harwood Taylor, FAIA, died Dec. 22.

Taylor graduated from the University of
Texas in 1951 and four years later
cofounded Neuhaus + Taylor in Houston with
J. Victor Neuhaus III. In 1972, he
cofounded Diversified Design Disciplines
(incorporated in 1975 as 3D/International),
formed from Neuhaus + Taylor and two
engineering firms. In 1978, Taylor left
3D/I and worked with Golemon & Rolfe,

Houston, as designer on several projects.
He joined Victor Lundy in 1980 to form
Taylor/Lundy HKS, the Houston arm of
Taylor left that firm in 1985 to work
individually and as a design consultant.

In 1966, at age 39, Taylor became the
youngest Fellow of the AIA. He was re-
ponsible for the design of notable com-
cmercial and institutional projects in more
than 20 U.S. cities and the Middle East,
including the Houston ISD Administration
Building and 2001 Bryan Street in Dallas.

Houston architectural historian Stephen
Fox says some of Taylor's most lasting de-
sign contributions may have come early in
his career when he designed several
Miesian-inspired residences in Houston.
He originated a new building type used
widely in Houston and elsewhere into the
1970s. This one-story office building ele-
vated on stilts, with parking below, first
appeared in the mid-1950s as an apartment
building, designed with Burdette Keeland.

A scholarship fund has been started in
Taylor's name at the College of Architec-
ture, University of Houston. He is survived
by his wife, Kiko, and three daughters.

— RDT
Gardens' second piece now in place

With the completion of the Animal Contact Facility in November 1988, Morris Architects and The Moody Foundation closed the second phase of the eight-phase, 20-year development of Moody Gardens. This $120-million transformation of Galveston marshland, begun in 1984 according to a master plan by British architect and landscape architect Sir Geoffrey Jellicoe (see Vol Jul/Aug 1987), working with SLA Studio Land, Inc. (then Smith, Locke, Asakura, Inc.) of Houston, will create a self-sustaining 142-acre complex comprising botanical gardens and facilities for research, rehabilitative physical therapy, and entertainment.

The Animal Contact Facility, renamed "Seaside Safari" in a contest among local school children, encloses 6,000 square feet of space adjacent to Hope Arena, a 30,000-square-foot equestrian center for rehabilitative therapy that was completed in 1985 as phase one of the Gardens. The animal contact center is the first of its kind, says Donald Springer, Morris Architects principal-in-charge. The center was designed around a "pet-facilitated therapy program" intended primarily for disabled persons.

The Animal Contact Facility's modest scale and simple materials, ABOVE, are complemented by topiary and water features (axonometric, BELOW).

The editors of DOMAIN, the lifestyle magazine of Texas MONTHLY, invite architects, artists, decorators, and craftsmen to submit examples of their best creations to the first annual Domain Design Awards Competition. Winners and their entries will be featured in DOMAINS July/August 1989 issue.

THE DESIGN CATEGORIES

ACCESSORIES

From clocks and frames to tableware and andirons

FURNITURE

Functional or decorative, indoor or outdoor

LIGHTING

Fixtures, indoor or outdoor

TEXTILES

Fabrics and floor and wall coverings

ROOMS

Residential spaces, from back porches to baths to basements

THE RULES

1. Entry fee: $25, payable to DOMAIN. 2. Applicants must reside in Texas. The contest is open to students and professionals. 3. Entries submitted for consideration must be in Texas and must have been designed or produced within the last three years. Commissioned pieces and prototypes are permissible. 4. Entries must not have been published in another magazine or newspaper, with the exception of trade publications. 5. Send a set of 35mm slides (duplicates only, no originals), with your name clearly marked on each slide, to Domain Design Awards, P.O. Box 1569, Austin, TX 78767-1569. Include your address, day and evening phone numbers, and a statement that specifies the category/categories you are entering and any information that explains your submission. 6. Deadline for submissions is March 27, 1989, and all entries become the property of DOMAIN. Slides cannot be returned. Winners will be contacted by May 26, 1989.

Construction
Cost
Management Co.

CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL ESTIMATORS
SPECIALISTS IN GOVERNMENT & INSTITUTIONAL PROJECTS
2413 NORTH MAIN FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76106 (817) 625-4271
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who have lost motor control, mostly due to head injuries. Contact with animals such as miniature horses, llamas, goats, rabbits, cockatoos, and iguanas, according to the Foundation, helps greatly in this type of physical rehabilitation. Programs are also available for elderly persons and school tour groups.

The one-story center’s disparate functions are organized along a central circulation spine. Attached to either side of the spine are spaces for registration, audiovisual presentations, outdoor contact areas, animal stalls, a veterinary medicine room, and a veterinary surgery area. Stragioeward building treatment is complemented by integrated landscaping designed by SLA, which also provided landscape architecture for earlier work at the Gardens. Topiary animal references, including an elephant-shaped, vine-covered portal, allude to the center’s purpose. Dispersed as a secondary pleasure throughout these exterior spaces is an impressive collection of geodes amassed by the Foundation.

One pavilion and its connective structure were left out of the final design, says Springer, when the Foundation eliminated a koi pond and redefined the functions of other spaces. A serpentine water feature, however, was retained.

Although phase two of the Gardens has just been completed, Springer says a design for a 37,000-square-foot conference center to be added to Hope Arena was approved in late November, with construction scheduled to begin in July. In addition to the conference center, plans for the $52-million phase three include the Tropical Biome, a one-acre, seven- to nine-story conservatory to exhibit tropical rain forests; a 400-seat 3D-Imax Theater, the first in the U.S.; the Plant Science Center, which will house botanical and horticultural teaching and research facilities; the Visitor Center, including a ticket office, visitor orientation theater, shops, and offices; and the Epicurean Gardens and Garden Restaurant. Phase three is scheduled to open in spring 1993 and is expected to establish the Gardens as a major year-round tourist attraction. Sir Geoffrey Jellis’ sublime Historic Gardens of Man will occupy the following phase.

—RDT

Houston

Harbour opens RDA Fireside Chats

In the first of the Rice Design Alliance’s 1989 Fireside Chats, Antony Harbour, director of the 90-person Houston office of Gensler and Associates/Architects, described the birth of the firm in the 1960s, when a band of young architects formed, ready to capitalize on the corporate-interiors market.

The firm’s founders, while confident of their architectural abilities, lacked business education, Harbour said, so they hired a management expert, who taught them that catering to the client and generating profits were as important as good architecture. The founders set formidable growth projections; establishing six offices nationwide and serving Fortune 500 clients. Today, Gensler is the leading national interior-architecture firm in volume of work ($75 million billed in 1988) and enjoys a strong reputation.

In reviewing Gensler Houston’s projects, Harbour’s all-business perspective was as illuminating as the images shown. The interiors are serene, with careful detailing, pragmatic but lucid plans, and austere, elegant finishes. An aura of corporate stature pervades, even though style varies with each project. Harbour explained that the firm defers to the image and aesthetic preferences of clients.

Harbour said aesthetic flexibility and a business-like approach fostered the Houston office’s growth since it was formed in 1972. Frequent referrals and steady out-of-state work minimize direct marketing. Gensler and Associates presents a track record impressive even to those outside the corporate realm.


—Philip Arcidi

Philip Arcidi is the former editor of Crit, the AIAS national magazine.
UT Austin—Architecture students Susan Weilbacher of New Orleans, Beth Doolittle of Houston, and Andy Roth of Austin joined Austin architect Michael Dean Elliott and other volunteers in November to create Austin’s second Habitat for Humanity house. The students gained hands-on building experience, working to improve the house to match Elliott’s design. A woman and her six children began living in the house Dec. 11.

Houston—The second annual Wendy Haskell Meyer Student Design Competition for Houston-area interior-design and architecture students was sponsored by The Decorative Center of Houston and Houston Metropolitan magazine and held Dec. 14. The winners were Wendy Guidroz of the University of Houston, first place for Best Interior Design for Retirement Apartment Living; and Elizabeth A. Wright of UH and Brad Purser of Houston Community College, first and second place, respectively, for Best Interior Design for Retirement Apartment Living with Expansion and Renovation. The contest was underwritten by Tarrytowne Memorial Residential Retirement Community, which provided the design criteria.

Texas A&M—The College of Architecture and Environmental Design will hold Career Horizons VII, a one-week summer program June 4-10 for college-bound high-school juniors and seniors interested in architecture, art, community planning, landscape architecture, or building construction. A $375 fee covers room and board on campus, all program expenses, field trips, and most supplies. Write to the college: College Station, TX 77843-3137, or call 409/845-1285.
EVENTS


Station to Station: Mass Transit and Urban Form. A lecture series Mar. 22 and 29 and Apr. 5 and 12 at The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, sponsored by the Rice Design Alliance, to explore the community-development implications of the city's refinement of its regional transit plan. Call 713/524-6297 for reservations.

Visualization by Design. The Rowlett Lecture Series, Mar. 23, at Texas A&M University, chaired by Dean Michael Martin McCarthy and Professor Emeritus Theodore S. Maffitt, FAIA, with Benjamin E. Brewer, FAIA, of Houston, Scott Strasser of Dallas, and Thomas Linehan and Roger Ulrich of College Station. Call 409/845-7851.

CE on CE. A lecture by architect and artist Craig Ellwood of Manhattan Beach, Calif., at UT Austin's Jessen Auditorium, Apr. 17 at 4:30 p.m. Call 512/471-1922.


Bellaire Home Tour. The Friends of Bellaire Parks' seventh annual tour of contemporary and historic homes, Apr. 1-2.


PRODUCTS AND LITERATURE

Tyvek Housewrap from Du Pont has been tested to provide a three- to eight-fold improvement over competing air- and water-barrier products. The result is greater energy savings along with greater ultraviolet resistance. Stud marks every eight inches allow quick, proper installation.

Loctite Luminescent Systems, Inc., has answered the need for low-level exit-path lighting with Lifeline, an electroluminescent lighting system that provided a continuous strip of light just above floor level.

Optix blinds from Nanik, dubbed "sunglasses for windows," block all of the sun's ultraviolet rays, yet allow filtered light in. The blinds are available in eight colors.

The money- and space-saving Multistack modular water-chiller system comprises up to 12 individual chiller modules.

Artemide, Inc. now distributes VeArt lighting products, which feature hand-blown Venetian glass. One example is the Dede table lamp, designed by Enzo Berti from blown white and aquamarine opaline glass and gray lacquered metal.

Bruce Hardwood Floors announces Sterling Strip, a solid-oak, square-edge, prefinished strip flooring system that ensures low cost and a smooth finish.

Haworth's new Catalyst Task Stool was designed by Watten Snodgrass and features a unique knee-tilt/cantle mechanism for a firmly upright chair that is still easy to recline. The seat height adjusts quickly from 23 to 31 inches.

IBM's new IBM CAD is a low-cost, full-function 2.5-dimensional CAD system, with six data-exchange formats, allowing exchange with most CAD programs.
New Books and Guides


The Architect’s Handbook of Formulas, Tables, & Mathematical Calculations by David Kent Ballast—a single reference for areas, sizes, spaces, grades, properties of materials, standards, tolerances, and more, with quick “rules of thumb” for approximations, precise data tables, and “plug-in” formulas for pocket calculators; published by Prentice Hall.
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American Hospital Association books—helpful guides for planning and designing health-care facilities, with topics such as budgeting procedures, signs and graphics, and “design that cares”; published by American Hospital Publishing, Inc.
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Breathing Room Book—a free 20-page storage idea book, with 13 supporting plan sheets, published by the Western Wood Products Association.
Circle 31 on the reader inquiry card.
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CLASSIFIEDS

Fifty cents per word, minimum $20. Words in bold or all caps are $1 each. If a blank box number is requested, add $10 for forwarding replies. All rates are payable in advance. Classified display advertising available at $50 per column inch. All rates net, not commissionable.

Typical categories include Positions Available, Positions Wanted, Business Opportunities, Literature Available, Used Equipment Wanted, Used Equipment For Sale, Professional Services, and Computer Software.

Closing date for new ads or “repeats” is the first of the month preceding publication date (e.g., for a Jul/Aug insertion, closing is June 1).
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Call for Demo & Details then Compare!

MICROCAD SYSTEMS, INC.
250 Meadowbrook, Suite 104
Houston, Texas 77067
(713) 873-8755

“ARRIS” is a registered trademark of Sigma Design, Inc.
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Come to the...

Construction & Architectural Suppliers Show
For the latest in Product, Material, Equipment, Supplies and Services.
April 25 & 26
PALMER AUDITORIUM
Austin, Texas
1 TO 8 P.M.
FOR MORE INFO CALL 512/388-1931
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A
fter featuring tongue-in-cheek residential projects for birds and dogs in recent issues, TA now focuses on a more serious, if still light-hearted, attempt to create a machine for working and living that embodies a sense of place. A place, that is, for the South Texas chicken.

The Poultrenon sits in the shade of a grove of hackberry trees at Diane Hastings’s rural home outside Boerne, just northwest of San Antonio. Hastings, principal of the Boerne architecture firm Hastings Design Office, developed a design based on her experience maintaining chicken coops. It is utterly functional: the concrete floor can be hosed off quickly, laying boxes are built into hollow columns clad in corrugated metal, and semicircular rungs of conduit provide ample roosting space. Also included are a central light and timer (for extra egg-production hours) and a pendant feeder.

This workplace is also secure; its skin of welded wire mesh keeps out varmints at night. Despite its devotion to function, though, the Poultrenon also incorporates imagery and a formal plan and composition that Hastings attributes to the influence of Louis Kahn. Its implied load-bearing fluted columns taper to delicate pipes that support a hipped roof finished in corrugated metal.

Proving that farmyard design need not be chicken-hearted folly, Diane Hastings’s “temple to Athena Gallina” gives her clients something more than just a clean, well-lighted place to lay one’s egg.

---

EXHIBITION OF ARCHITECTURE FOR HEALTH

GEORGE R. BROWN CONVENTION CENTER

Houston
June 4-6, 1989

Display your latest health care facility designs in the 60th Anniversary Texas Hospital Association Convention. Be a part of the Exhibition of Architecture for Health, a cooperative project of the Texas Hospital Association and the Texas Society of Architects. Call Gerry Starnes at 512/465-1000, or write P.O. Box 15587, Austin, Texas 78761, for prospectus and exhibit information.
In partnership with the architect, Pran designs and implements corporate board rooms, training facilities, marketing centers and special purpose areas to meet your clients communications needs. Our thorough understanding of form and function insures a quality system integrated to compliment architectural style. Pran's fifteen years of experience has earned us a place as proven industry leaders. For your next audio-visual requirement, call Pran, the facility design innovators.
Escape from the frenzy of a “business as usual” world. To a fantasy of color and style. An elegant retreat that massages your spirits—and revives your soul. Right in your own home.

This Eljer bath features the cast iron Continental™ whirlpool bath in Verde and the Romanique™ lavatory with Grandela™ faucets, in Versailles Verde. Every one of our products feature the style and elegance you'd expect from the company that's been turning bathrooms into enchantments for more than 80 years.

Eljer
Capture the Elegance

Texas Distributors

El Paso
Rio Grande Supply
915/544-7050

San Antonio
International Supply of San Antonio
512/223-4275

Pharr
S & S Wholesalers Supply
512/787-8855

Corpus Christi
Ajax Supply Co.
512/855-6284

Dallas
Apex Supply Co.
214/741-5463

Fort Worth
Northeast Plumbing Supply
817/281-8220

Texarkana
Double Jay Supply
214/793-2211
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